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Abstract:
The total quality management had raised the further question about changing in classroom activities. The further development this idea will determine that human factors take role in total quality management, especially in developing classroom presentation. Thus, this research report is purposed to explain how classroom management influences the students' behavior in class. Thus, the classroom presentation will more applicable for students, also make the warm discussion, as the total quality management is used in classroom activities. The students have to be active when they are learning in class.
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The classroom management has taken important point on this position, further, this development has also risen the quality of teaching and learning services in university. This program also rise a question whenever management system will help an idea to be developed as the project to improve the development of classroom services. It could be seen by the subjects of each step in teaching and learning process.

Coles, et all (2015:38) state that in the teaching and learning process the classroom has to be able to develop the learning cycle in which writing the ideas. While this idea gives more perspective that it needs to develop an idea to raise up the motivation. Another stamen which developments by Brudler, et all (2016:398) that in developing the quality of management, the materials take the important position in several aspects, such as: teaching materials and other related materials.

Brudler, et all (2016:399), state that in the interpretation the total quality management had the ability to enhance public services. In this idea are could conclude that this idea will help the employee to take the position, in this case, are the lecturers for the students. The interpretation of ideas also takes a role to the important position in which developing the ideas for learning cycle. Coles, et all (2015:39) state that the written ideas have to be transformed into the better person by developing writing skills for the lecturers and it could be a trigger for students to write the similar as their teacher.

Methods

Coles, et all (2015:40) state that there is no relation within ideas to be transformed by the teachers into designing language pattern. The method is designing the classroom presentation into a pattern, by activating students’ participation and students handouts. Further Coles, et all (2015:41) state that the pattern of language is important in which giving a written project for society.

Brudler, et all (2016:397) state that this case the important point of management in the total quality management is not only applied to developing the project. In this project, the materials which is printed in four classrooms in basic skills for young learners’ language teaching, for a semester.

Results

Handout for Improving Presentation

Brudler, et all (2016:405) state the interpretation of total quality management are able to re-design in which developing the materials. In this case, the materials can be developed by series of handouts. On this idea, the
handouts give more opportunities for students to learn. In this case, the teaching and learning materials also easier to be learned by seeing cooperation.

Coles, et all (2015:35) state that the management of classroom has to develop the textbook to improved the teaching and learning process. This idea also gives an interpretation that the data that students are more active in classroom by reading the handouts and re-design the classroom into learning models.

**Interactive Classroom in Presentation**

Asgher, et all (2015:3954) state that a human factor is able to give more perspective on improving management services. In this statement, it could developmental that working on management will make the services for students better than before, the goals is stratification by the students. It means that the system is able to transform the students into learning quality. On the other sides, it needs capital to develop the materials

**Problems in Developing Materials**

The materials developments has risen more question about funding. Both, this study also identifies problems in funding the materials development for digital native. It could be analyzed based on materials development programers.

**The Venture Capital have Worked with Long Term Target**

The venture capital has to deal with the future target, it should be considered as the system of instruction. The most important aspect that the start-up businessman expects for the venture capital, it has to design more than a mind and record for the subject. In this case, Kitsios, et all (2017:70) state that this opinion is able to construct the idea of long term target, simply by seeing the perspective for each part. It could be concluded that every aspect of venture capital has to work and re-design for the profit in the future. There are a lot of ideas for start-up into business, this deal simple to design by seeing the perspective of habit.

**The Venture Capital Should open Mind for New Ideas**

Bottazzi (2016:24) state that, it is considered by seeing the perspective, the venture capital have to work, within the technique of the values. It means that there is more reason for venture capital to gain more benefit. This idea has to deal with more ideas, that the venture capital has to work within the technique and tricks for business.
On the other hand, Devine, et all (2016:255), state that there is more balance in developing the venture capital, on still the venture capital have to work in the corporation.
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Figure 2: The Assessment for digital native in developing the startup. adopted from Teo, et all

The researcher for business perspective. It must be considered that the venture capital has worked and reach the success for each aspect of life. In other words, the deal for each part of life cycle of the start-up business.

**Discussion**

The recent development of digital native content has risen more perspective that the idea dealing with business has been already changing. Recently this idea will make the prospect. The idea of startup development has risen more perspective on how a startup being developed into a running business.
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Figure 3: Design of the startup, adopted from Coles (2016:2)

Ghezzi, et all (2016:1479), state that the recent ideas of the startup have risen more perspective that the argument of startup has been the runner on the perspective of good manner. It needs to be understood that a startup business has been many perspectives on how to integrate the passion and the profit oriented. On the other side, Huang, et all (2016: 45) State that this idea still works that venture capital has worked as financial services to gather funds for upgrading a business form, based on startup into a well-run business.
The venture capital has worked as fund recourse to synergize among startup and or to buy other start-up and integrate it into a one-flagship company. Thus, the startup company is not like a well-run business, on the other hand, it has fewer recourses that well runner business. It means that the start-up developers have to symbioses with the venture capital to work hand in hand in developing the business. Both the start-up have some expectation for venture capital.

Conclusion

Brudler, et all (2016:395) state that in total quality management, the process of doing services take important roles. It could be interpreted as the improvement to raise up motivation by the staff, including the lecturers. This idea will give the perspective that teaching and learning process will help to improve their ability in learning. It is suggested to re-design the classroom by adapting teaching strategies. There are many ideas that the startup have, the simple ideas of startup are mostly closely relates to an idea of developing ideas and making the improvement. The most important aspect for startup communities are: (1) they have to manage more than six words for each success, (2) re-design the quality of services for each parts, (3) developing and making design for each part of services and (4) designing the idea of success. The idea of the startup business, have to deal with many ideas of success. This idea will make and great much ideal for design the ideas, and to capture an idea and the design for each success.
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